
A few common “excuses” Other potential ways of reasoning with specific “excuses”

I’m too tired Possibly true: Take a break, walk around. Possibly feeling a sense of “tired” when resistant, not really tired.

I am sick of doing it Possibly too much repetition, lasting too long, lack of interest or engagement: Break into parts, heighten interest

It’s too hard Possibly out of comfortable range of competence: Seek support from others, break into parts, focus on competence

I don’t know how/not sure how Possibly lacking skills: seek support, directions, accept that it might be confusing and just keep trying.

It’s  tooooo   boring Possibly too much repetition, too easy, lacking interest: focus on why it needs to be done, increase interest level

It’s not interesting Possibly true: focus on reasons it might need  to be done, find an interesting aspect to it

It will take too much time Possibly true: break into parts, decide on importance, prioritize what you need to do

It’s too much Possibly true: break into parts, create more interest

I’ll do it later Realize it won’t be any more appealing later, think of how good it might feel to be done, prioritize

I’ll  do it some other time It won’t be more appealing some other time, prioritize, decide how important it is, set another time to do it

I’ll  do it tomorrow It won’t be more appealing tomorrow, prioritize, decide how important it is, set another time to do it

It really doesn’t need to be done Possibly true, decide whether it does need to be done, think about benefits of having it completed

I just don’t care about it anyways Decide whether it’s something that you really want to be finished, find a reason to care about it

I don’t care if it is late Consider potential problems or consequences if it’s done “late”

Maybe, nobody will notice if I don’t do it Reflect on importance. Is it important to others?  Do I share responsibility here? Will it impact others?

I shouldn’t have to do things likethat Why not?  Who will do it?  Is there shared responsibility? Can someone else help?

It’s not my responsibility Why not? Is it important to get it done? Why?  Will others do it or help? If not, is it worth doing it myself? Delegate?

I need to do something else first If I do this first, I’ll have more time for other things afterwards. Am I just avoiding or is this valid?.

If I don’t do it, someone else will Possibly true...is there integrity in my choice?  Is it important? Can I delegate? 

If I look busy, maybe someone elsewill  do it That might happen...is there integrity in this choice?  Perhaps, discuss honestly with others.

I  don’t feel good.  I’m sick. Probably not true...or feeling sick from avoidance.  Think about importance, how good it will feel to be done.

I’m hungry, thirsty etc. etc. etc. Get a drink of water or snack, if really true. Be careful about eating to avoid. Reason through other excuses.

I am going to do this instead. Prioritize, decide importance, think about how good it might feel to be done


